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Executive Summary 

 

The Beardy`s & Okemasis First Nation Community Development Plan (CDP) has been prepared 

based on community feedback obtained through various meetings and events held to garner 

feedback from stakeholders of all ages. The CDP outlines the general development needs of the 

community and will act as a guiding document for leadership, staff and community groups to 

continue positive community development in Beardy`s. 

Beardy’s & Okemasis First Nation CDP is divided into 6 main parts:  

 

This section describes the community planning context, and process followed in preparing 

the plan. 

 

 

This section provides a factual overview of local conditions. 

 

 

These are the guiding statements that were derived from community feedback. 

 

 

This section reviews the community engagement activities and summarizes the feedback into 

key themes of Health, Education, and Community Development.  

 

This section describes the highest priority projects from the key themes and outlines the 

project(s), identifies potential funding opportunities, and identifies a timeline for 

implementation, In addition, this section outlines the process for amending this CDP.  

 
 

The appendices contain detailed summaries of the engagement that occurred, as well as a 

compilation of reports and studies that Beardy’s has previously completed. This section of the 

document should function as a library for all community documents, and be updated 

regularly.  
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1.0 Introduction 

 

Beardy’s & Okemasis First Nation (Beardy’s) is located in central Saskatchewan approximately 85 

km north of Saskatoon and 60 km south of Prince Albert. Beardy’s is part of the Treaty 6 territory 

and has 3,279 registered members, 1146 of which live on-reserve, while 2,133 live off of the main 

reserve.  

The Beardy’s & Okemasis First Nation Community Development Plan (CDP) has been prepared on 

behalf of the community and outlines the general development needs of the community and will act 

as a guiding document for leadership, staff and community groups to continue positive community 

development in Beardy’s. 

In October 2014, Beardy’s, BHP, and Fishing Lake First Nation (FLFN) signed a tripartite 

Opportunities Agreement. This CDP has been developed to fulfill one of the requirements 

established in the Opportunities Agreement. From 2012 to 2015 community leaders were involved in 

this process, and community consultation sessions occurred in May, July, and September 2014. 

Feedback obtained during the engagement sessions and meetings with leadership have been 

analyzed.  The analysis of this feedback forms the foundation of this report.  A detailed summary of 

engagement sessions is found in Appendix A.  
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1.1     Planning Context in Beardy’s and Okemasis First 

Nation  

Many aspects of planning are universal, for example the importance of culture. However, Beardy’s 

location(s) and size present some unique challenges including: 

► the land use mix – including considerable institutional and very little commercial land use 

► large distances between reserve lands  

► young population 

► the responsibility for implementation of social programming 

► the desire to enhance and support the local economy  

These unique challenges are addressed and potential community projects are identified in this CDP. 

Beardy’s has undergone a number of planning initiatives in recent years. These reports/plans are 

essential to understanding the community.  

 

The following reports were referred to when writing this CDP and should be reviewed as 

needed to ensure that the various departments and community needs are being met.  

► Community Development Plan (2014). This plan addresses the current state of infrastructure; 

housing and land use on the main reserve and also includes population projections. This report is 

used as an assessment tool for AANDC to determine any costs to upgrading and maintaining 

community infrastructure. This report can be found in Appendix B 

► Willow Cree Health Plan (2014). The Health Plan is a comprehensive review of the current 

organizational structure of Beardy’s Willow Cree Health department, it also sets targets for future 

growth for the services and programs that the department will work towards. It contains detailed 

budgets, job descriptions, training and capacity plans for staff, as well as the departments’ values 

and philosophy statements.  This report can be found in Appendix B.  

► Economic Development Land Plan (2013). This plan reviews the potential to develop or re-

develop key economic development sites for Beardy’s. It includes a clear action plan for moving 

the development of these initiatives forward. It also contains detailed mapping and review of the 

current land base. This report can be found in Appendix B. 

► Governance Plan (2015). This plan was developed by Yahkohtêwin, the Governance Planning 

Committee for the Beardy’s & Okemasis First Nation. This plan identifies actions required to 

reach the committees mission, which is to strengthen and share traditional knowledge, values, 

beliefs, and customs and to nurture the communities identity by teaching our people ‘sisip 

sakahikan iyiniwak‘ – our way. This report can be found in Appendix B. 

  

1.1 PLANNING CONTEXT IN BEARDY’S AND 

OKEMASIS FIRST NATION 
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elationship with BHP Billiton  

 

BHP is developing the Jansen Potash Project (Jansen Project) in central Saskatchewan. The 7,338-sq.-

km Jansen Project is estimated to have a 70-year life, with an annual potash production of 8 million 

tonnes. Beardy’s has reserve land near the proposed mine site.  

The relationship between Beardy’s and BHP is new. In October 2014, Beardy’s, BHP and Fishing Lake 

First Nation (FLFN) signed a tripartite Opportunities Agreement. This agreement provides both Beardy’s 

and FLFN an opportunity to participate in the Jansen Project. It is not a benefits agreement in the sense 

of entitling the First Nation to payments or participation. Both Beardy’s and FLFN have agreed to take 

certain actions in order to be able to take advantage of the opportunities, as a combined group or as 

individual communities.  The purpose of the agreement is described in article 2 of the agreement, and 

includes:  

► Developing a long term relationship with BHP based on mutual respect, understanding and trust; 

► Providing business and economic opportunities to each First Nation during the construction and 

operations phases of the project; 

► Supporting sustainable community development and local community-based initiatives and 

events in each community; 

► Providing the First Nation the opportunity to maximize the economic opportunities from the project 

in the form of employment, recruitment, education and training and provide BHP the opportunity 

to utilize the employment skills of the First Nation in relation to the project; 

► Allowing for cooperation and transparency in the environmental management of the project; 

► Enabling an open exchange of information and ideas; 

► Providing for the resolutions of issues;  

► Addressing engagement of the First Nations; and  

► Providing BHP certainty.  

 

In order to achieve the purpose, the relationship is based around the following 

four objectives or goals: 

1. Economic Development and Capacity Building 

2. Community Development 

3. Employment Training and Education 

4. Sound Environmental Management 

 

 

1.2 RELATIONSHIP WITH BHP BILITON 
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This agreement is heavily dependent on the development of relationships between Beardy’s, BHP and 

FLFN. The purpose and goals should be reviewed when discussing issues and opportunities with BHP to 

ensure the spirit of the agreement is kept alive.  

Article 3 of the agreement outlines governance and implementation procedures. The agreement requires 

a number of committees to be created which have specific roles and duties. These committees include 

the Senior Advisory Team (SAT), four Co-operative Working Groups (CWG) and the Elders Advisory 

Team. All committees are responsible to provide an annual report to the community that outlines how 

they are working to achieve the 4 goals outlined in the agreement. This governance structure is illustrated 

in Figure 1, and each group’s objectives are summarized below.  

Figure 1: Opportunities Agreement – Governance Structure  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SAT is comprised of senior representatives from Beardy’s, FLFN and BHP. They are responsible for 

ensuring that there is progress on reaching the purpose of the agreement.  

CWG’s are comprised of council members from Beardy’s and FLFN; their role is to gather information and 

provide recommendations to the SAT and/or the respective Band Councils. The 4 CWG’s include:  

► Economic Development CWG - Will implement objectives of economic development by taking 

advantage of sole sourcing opportunities that BHP has provided. They also have an objective of 

creating and implementing a capacity development plan. This group will have a representative 

from Beardy’s, FLFN and BHP.  

► Community Development CWG – Work’s to ensure the community development plan is being 

implemented and follows BHP’s funding outline. They have the objective of processing and 

prioritizing proposals that come through from the Nation(s). This group will then forward 

recommendations to the SAT committee for approval.  

► Employment CWG - Work to implement the training plan and coordinate with BHP and First 

Nation(s) to reach employment objectives. 

► Environment CWG - Will act as a forum for exchange of information between BHP and the First 

Nation(s), specifically on the views on environment and the effects on the land around the mine.  

The Elder’s Advisory Team will consist of two elders from each Nation that is working with BHP 

(including nations outside of this agreement). They will advise BHP on Aboriginal, culture and traditional 

knowledge protocols and enhance BHP’s awareness training programs.   
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1.2 Purpose of Report 

 

This report was intended to serve many purposes. While the initial purpose of this CDP was meant to 

fulfill the requirements of the BHP agreement, it is important to recognize that it can also be used for the 

following:  

  

1.3 PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 

As a support for proposal writing;  

 

As a guide community groups to initiate projects with staff; 

 

As targets for department directors to use in budgeting; 

A communication tool with BHP to identify initiatives and 

programs that BHP can collaborate with the community on and 

invest in;  

As a guide for staff to apply for funding opportunities and 

budgeting; 

As a guide for leadership and staff to ensure the nation is 

moving forward cohesively with respect to Community 

Development; 

As a communication tool with community members to ensure 

they are aware of the direction staff and leadership are working 

towards; and 

As a catalyst for community groups to pursue goals. 

As a support for proposal writing;  

As a guide community groups to initiate projects with staff; 
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1.3 Planning Process  

 

In September 2013, the Chief and Council of Beardy’s initiated the preparation of a new Community 

Development Plan. The planning process consisted of 3 phases, including: 

INFORMATION MEETINGS.  Meetings were held with Chief, Council and staff, during the fall of 2013. All 

relevant plans, reports and community documents were shared and reviewed.  

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT. During the summer of 2014 a variety of community events took place. 

These included a youth writing contest, meetings with staff, attending an elder council meeting, family day 

event, attending a community open house, and meetings with Chief and Council. The goals of the 

engagement exercises were to: 

► introduce the project 

► gather feedback informally through discussion, and more formally through interviews 

and survey 

► obtain an understanding of the community’s priorities 

► gain an understanding of community values and goals 

The engagement effort was successful in allowing many people to have the opportunity to provide 

feedback and inform this CDP. Once the engagement exercises were complete, Urban Systems compiled 

all the information and presented it to Chief and Council. 

REPORTING. Based on the community engagement and review of previous reports, priorities were 

identified and an implementation plan developed.  

 

 

  

1.4 PLANNING PROCESS 
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2.0 Community Profile 

 

The community profile illustrated in Figure 2 provides a quick snapshot of key community characteristics.   

Figure 2: Community Profile  

 

  

COMMUNITY PROFILE 
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3.0 Community Value Statements  

Community value statements provide a framework for decision making by highlighting the top priorities of 

a community. Value statements have been developed for the CDP that reflect guidance and input 

provided from members, staff and leadership throughout the engagement sessions. These values are 

listed below in Figure 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

COMMUNITY VALUE 
STATEMENTS 
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Figure 4: Community Engagement Summary 

4.0 Community Engagement 

 

Beardy’s values community input as a key component of this project. Figure 4 provides a summary of the 

engagement sessions held throughout the project. Community engagement is important for a number of 

reasons including:  

 

 

 Involving members directly in the 

decision-making process to ensure 

alignment with goals and priorities. 

 Building long term understanding 

and support among members, staff 

and leadership on community 

development goals.  

 Utilizing the feedback to directly 

inform the CDP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT 
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The engagement strategy that was used for the CDP used a multifaceted approach which ensured many 

points of view were considered. This included: 

WORKING MEETINGS WITH LEADERSHIP. Regular meetings with Chief and Council occurred. 

This kept the broader project team informed of any updates in the community. Chief and Council 

were the working committee for the CDP and provided guidance and support for the engagement 

sessions and reporting.   

COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE. On June 25, 2014 an open house was held with the community to 

provide information on the CDP. Information was presented to members and a short questionnaire 

distributed. Approximately 25-35 people attended this event.  

FAMILY DAY INFORMATION TABLE. Beardy’s tries to incorporate family events throughout the 

year. On July 17, 2014 there was a CDP information table at the family day event. This was an 

opportunity to have an informal discussion about the project, and introduce the youth contest.    

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT. It is recognized that youth are a vital part of the community and in an 

effort to capture some of their feedback a summer contest, Chief for a Day, was established. This 

contest ran during the summer months. 30 youth, aged 8-16, filled out the contest forms, and 

answered the question “what would you do if you were chief of Beardy’s” and/or drew on a 

community map what they would like to see in the community.  

MEETING WITH ELDERS’ COUNCIL. Elders are important contributors to the community and 

often provide guidance to leaders in the community. On July 22, 2014, the CDP project team was 

invited to an Elders’ council to discuss the project. All elders (total of18), in attendance were asked 

to explain what key concerns they had about the community and they would like to see in the 

community.  

STAFF INTERVIEWS. It was recognized that staff are often the front line workers implementing 

programs and it was essential to include their input into the CDP. All departments were interviewed 

in 45 minute sessions. They were asked what their particular departments short and long term 

goals were, what challenges they faced in their departments, and what solutions they had in mind.  

 

 

Detailed information regarding feedback (detailed feedback results, meeting minutes, 

presentation materials, etc.) can be found in Appendix A. The sections below will 

summarize the feedback into key themes of Health and Wellness, Education and 

Community Development.  
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4.1 Health and Wellness 

 

Beardy’s has a health center which provides community health programming and services. The health 

centers staff include a dietician, community nurse, a mental health councillor and support staff who 

provide family health programming and preventative health services. Beardy’s community members agree 

that the health services in the community are good but would like to see the level of service and 

programming increase. Key themes that emerged include: 

ELDERS WELLNESS. Providing safe spaces in the community for elders to stay involved with 

community members and each other. There is a desire to help elders continue learning and share 

knowledge. There is also a desire to see additional services to assist elders, such as transportation 

services, physical help in caring for their homes or daily living, and technology upgrades.   

CARING FOR YOUTH. Providing the best opportunities for growing successful youth including 

mental health, education, sports, and cultural programming.   

PROMOTION OF HEALTHY LIFESTYLES. Providing educational programming that encourage 

members to participate in healthy lifestyles. This includes community workshops, cultural sessions, 

holistic health, family wellness programming and support, and creating opportunities for healthy 

activity in the community during all phases of life (youth, adults and the aging). This also includes 

support for drug and alcohol treatment, awareness and prevention. By promoting and supporting 

healthy lifestyles Beardy’s allows youth to be set up to succeed, families to thrive and elders to age 

respectfully and in place.  

FOOD SECURITY. There is a disproportionate number of Beardy’s members who access the 

regional food bank; it is a priority to reduce this trend. Providing opportunities for members to have 

local food security includes facilitating traditional hunting and gathering, as well as agricultural food 

production. This is important on a community scale because it can bring community members 

together and allow people to fill a need in the community.  This also includes reducing the harmful 

effects of current farming practices, and adapting local agriculture and food production to changes 

in the climate. 

SUPPORTING VIBRANT CULTURE. This includes creating opportunities for learning and 

participation in cultural actives for all members of the community and understanding that cultural 

activities make Beardy’s unique and bring people together in positive ways.   

  

4.1 HEALTH & WELLNESS 
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4.2 Education and Training  

 

Beardy’s has a fairly robust education program. The community has two school facilities (kindergarten to 

grade 6 and grades 7 to 12) and they have partnered with the regional college to host a post-secondary 

training centre on their land holdings in Duck Lake, as well as provide work skills training sessions 

throughout the year.  Community members strongly support the continuation of current programs, 

services and maintenance existing buildings .The key areas of improvement or growth include:  

PREPARATION FOR WORK SUCCESS. Beardy’s recognizes the need to provide services to 

members of the community that allows them to succeed in the work place. This includes training for 

jobs, building capacity in current employees, providing a diversity in training and post-secondary 

opportunities, helping members access trades and labour markets, and providing life skills 

development so that when people go to work they are healthy and well-prepared.  

TRAINING CENTRE. The training centre in Duck Lake has provided significant opportunity for 

members to attend post-secondary programs whilst staying in the community. It is viewed as a 

successful program for the community and has garnered a lot of support from members. People 

would like to see the existing programs continue with future expansion of the facility and program 

offerings.   

PRIMARY SCHOOL SUPPORT. Members believe that the primary education programs should be 

enhanced, as well as having their facilities maintained and updated as needed. This includes 

development and support of programs that allow young people to be exposed to diverse job 

options and skills development (such as the RACK program and the Junior Rangers program).  

CULTURAL EDUCATION. This includes incorporating cultural teachings in education programing, 

and in formal and informal education offerings. This applies to adults and youth.  

ACCESS TO EDUCATION. This includes support to help members gain access to information on 

education and training programs, public computers, library access, work support programs, and 

transportation options to the nearby cities/job markets.  

 

  

4.2 EDUCATION & TRAINING 
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4.3 Community Development  

 

 

This theme includes economic development, community infrastructure (roads, water, buildings, etc.), 

lands, resources and housing. Community development was the highest priority theme from the 

member’s feedback. The priority areas are described below:   

 

HOUSING. Beardy’s delivers its own housing program. They are in the process of updating a 

housing policy with the support of staff and membership. There is a need in the community for 

more homes and the current housing stock requires renovations due to flooding over the past 5 

years. This includes identifying innovative ways to build homes outside of the standard AANDC 

model, such as building log homes, using locally sourced materials, creating training opportunities 

for members to build homes, and/or utilizing the Habitat for Humanity program. There is a desire to 

provide more information to home occupants on how to maintain and do small repairs on homes. 

There is also a desire for options and policy for members to purchase their own homes in the 

community.  

WATER. There are very significant issues regarding water in the community. These include 

protection of source water, flooding of areas due to poor drainage and wetter springs, poor quality 

of cisterns, and sewage seepage.  

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. Many people see the need for community economic development. 

Successful venture(s) will allow profit to stay in the community to provide support to social and 

cultural programs that are currently under-funded, as well as to provide employment opportunities 

for members. This includes renovations and upgrades to Blackhawks Gas, resource development, 

commercial development, land development (Big Quill site) and other innovative options to 

generate profit for the community.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
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CAMP TAWOW. This camp site has historical significance for the community. Currently it is used 

for community programming for youth, elders and families. The facilities are falling into disrepair. 

The community would benefit from upgraded facilities as it provides space for cultural 

programming, recreation, jobs, and some revenue. 

ROADS. Beardy’s is responsible for the maintenance of the road network in the community. Roads 

are in need of repair from flooding over recent years.  

ENERGY GENERATION. Beardy’s has taken steps to generate clean energy, on a small and large 

scale. They have installed solar panels on the community arena and have investigated wind energy 

potential on their land in the Big Quill area. Beardy’s would like to expand on these efforts in the 

future and believe providing alternative energy source aligns with their community values.  

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. Beardy’s would like to see the improvement of environmental 

protection. This includes flooding mitigation and preparedness, climate change adaptation 

programs, and addressing noxious weed and plant problems.   

COMMUNITY GROWTH. This theme is about contributing to the positive growth of the community. 

It includes beautification of community facilities and public areas, policy for waste management 

facilities (including a recycling program), financial management, providing some support for off 

reserve members and providing basic services to all homes (natural gas, water, sewer, garbage 

pickup, etc.).  
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4.4 Community Priorities 

 

Analysis of the feedback from the community engagement indicates that there are clear priorities for each 

of the themes: health and wellness, education, and community development. These are summarized in 

Figure 5 below. When compared against all other priorities, community development themes of Housing, 

Water, and Economic Development emerged as the top concerns for the community.  In section 5.1, 

potential projects have been described to address these priorities. 

Figure 5: Community Priorities Summary 

 

  

4.4 COMMUNITY PRIORITIES 
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5.0 Implementation     
 

Based on the community engagement efforts, and the review of previous reports, there are a number of 

identified projects which the community would like to undertake over the next 5-10 years. This information 

is illustrated in tables in section 5.1; the information in the tables summarizes the key potential projects, 

describes their relative importance for Beardy’s and identifies what resources (people, money) will be 

required to implement the projects. These tables should be referred to and updated often as projects are 

started and completed and priorities change.  

The tables, along with community information within this document, should be used when applying for 

grants and/or project funding opportunities. This will ensure that leadership and the various departments, 

and community organizations are working towards the same goals.  

 

5.1 Priority Projects   

 

 

The following tables outline the project goals, provide a description, set out the priority level for the 

community,  the potential funding sources and if applicable, an estimate of the investment required.   

As mentioned above, these tables should be referred to when applying for grants and/or project funding 

opportunities. All projects identified in the table should be reviewed and updated often.  

  

IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 PRIORITY PROJECTS 
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Cultural exchange and learning between youth and elders is very important to BOFN 
members. This can include programming for elders, cultural teachings, mentoring, 
and cross generational learning. 

Camp Tawow is used for cultural teaching and a place for rest and relaxation for 
members of BOFN and communities within the region. The camp requires some 
investment into the infrastructure and facilities. The initial step in revitalization of 
the camp is the creation of a comprehensive redevelopment plan for the site. BOFN 
is interested in securing a partner in leading this initiative. Investment into Camp 
Tawow will allow for enjoyment for BOFN community members and their extended 
family and friends for many years to come. 

To create and implement a Housing Policy for all BOFN Lands which will include the 
following initiatives:

 9 Development of a market housing strategy
 9 Beautification of the community
 9 Establishment of sustainable housing
 9 Diversifying housing types

A high school program created to develop and expand on trades training. The 
project has contributed to increasing the number of students who graducate from 
high school, while addressing the need for skilled tradespersons in the construction 
industry. 

In order to finalize this project high speed internet will be needed at the arena, to 
allow panels to function properly. It is important to complete the project to ensure 
it is being utilized as intended.

There is a need in the community for a completed maintenance facility. This would 
house the school busses and other BOFN owned vehicles, it would also provide a 
workshop where BOFN vehicles can be repaired. Currently, there are materials to 
build such a facility; there is a need for investment to bring the facility to construction. 

All homes in the community require smoke and C02 alarms installed 

Invest in strategic planning initiatives including developing a community mission 
statement and plan for shared community infrastructure. 

The Junior Rangers program is an opportunity for young people to stay involved 
in the community in a meaningful way. The program is rooted in caring for the 
environment and service for the community.

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

Youth-Elder 
Programming Health & Wellness Short Term

Urban Systems Founation,
CDC, BOFN

BOFN Source Revenue 
Partnership

AANDC, BOFN Source Revenue, 
Private Grants, Partnership

AANDC - PNID,
BOFN Source Revenue

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. or Fed. Grant,
AANDC - Education

BOFN Source Revenue

BOFN Source Revenue

AANDC

BOFN Source Revenue, Prov. or 
Fed. Grant, AANDC, 

Private Grants, Partnership

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Health & Wellness

Community Development

Health & Wellness

Education & Training

Education & Training

Community Development

Community Development

Health & Wellness
Community Development

Community Development

Education & Training

Community Development

Camp Tawow

Junior Rangers

Housing Policy

Pimachihowin – 4 
Success Project 

Solar Panel 
Installation on Arena

Maintenance Facility

Smoke & 
CO2 Alarms

Strategic Plan

Priority
Scale 1 (highest), 

5 (lowest)
Project Description Theme

Timeline to 
develop & initiate 

project(s)

Responsibility/
Dept. (TBD by BOFN)

Potential Funding Sources 
(BHP excluded)

Table 1: Community Priority Projects (Page 1 of 7)



This book was developed in collaboration with Dillon Consulting and paid for by 
BHP. BOFN would like to see this made available in the community. Specifically they 
would like copies of the study in every classroom and for each library. 

Implement actions outlined in BOFN Governance Plan. See details in Governance 
Plan, Appendix B.

A digital sign to be installed in the community to communicate effectively with 
members about community events.

Developing policy and practice to better manage the community landfill.

To develop a Job based transportation systems to employment centers; for a small 
fee to users.  

This should include supporting many different ways to develop housing including: 
 9 Standing tree to standing home program 
 9 Effectively using the current stock of homes
 9 Seniors housing
 9 Creation of multifamily units
 9 Market Housing
 9 Alternative Energy Homes – i.e.; eco homes

This is a complex and diverse project, this will include training and jobs at every 
stage of the project 

This would involve the development of  a beach at Duck Lake for recreation use of 
the community.  

Investment in Arts and Music programs in the school and the community. 

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

BOFN Traditional 
Knowledge Study Education & Training Short Term BOFN Source Revenue

BOFN Source Revenue

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. or Fed. Grant,

AANDC - O&M

BOFN Source Revenue, 
AANDC - PNID

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. or Fed. Grant,

Private Business, Partnership

BOFN Source Revenue,
Private Grants, Partnership

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership

BOFN Source Revenue, 
Prov. or Fed. Arts Grant

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term & 
Long Term

Long Term

Community Development

Education & Training

Education & Training

Health &  Wellness

Community Development

Education & Training

Community Development

Community Development

Community Development

Community Development

Governance

Arts & Music 
Programing

Electronic 
Communication 

Billboard

Landfill
Management 

Job Transportation

Develop Housing 
in BOFN 

Beach Creation

Comprehensive development of regional tourism that will showcase the unique and 
deep history of BOFN and the region. Will be a catalyst for culture preservation and 
economic development. 1 Tourism Community Development Long Term

BOFN Source Revenue
Prov. or Fed. Grant

Priority
Scale 1 (highest), 

5 (lowest)
Project Description Theme

Timeline to 
develop & initiate 

project(s)
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Responsibility/
Dept. (TBD by BOFN)

Potential Funding Sources 
(BHP excluded)



A comprehensive sports field to be developed, including space for: 
 9 Soccer
 9 Baseball
 9 Track 

To be established within the community; a place to allow comfortable care for 
those with serious illness. 

The development of a comprehensive solution and implementation strategy to 
combat the mold issue in community.

A comprehensive nursing home to be developed so that members of the community 
can comfortably age within the community. 

To build off the current program and to offer and ensure many different job markets 
are being targeted. This should also target disabled people in the community. The 
goal is to promote capacity development and job readiness for all members.

This is intended to provide a place in the community that can accommodate all civic 
uses including a full recreation facility and accommodate all necessary services in 
the community.

1

1

1

1

1

2

BOFN Source Revenue.
Prov.  or Fed Grant.

AANDC / Private Grants,
Partnership, Health Canada

BOFN Source Revenue.
Prov. or Fed. Grant.

AANDC - Health & O&M

BOFN Source Revenue / Prov. or 
Fed. Grant

BOFN Source Revenue.
Prov.  or Fed Grant.

AANDC / Private Grants,
Partnership / Health Canada

NCBR, BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant,

AANDC / Private Grants,
Partnership, Disabilities Council

BOFN Source Revenue, Prov. or 
Fed. Grant, AANDC, 

Private Grants, Partnerships

Long Term

Long Term

Long Term

Long Term

Long Term

Long Term

Short Term

Short Term

Community Development

Health & Welness

Health & Welness

Community Development

Education & Training

Health & Welness

Community Development

Education & Training

Education & Training

Health & Welness

Health & Wellness

Sports Grounds

Civic Center

Palliative Care Facility

Eliminate mold in 
homes

Nursing Home

Job Readiness 
Programming

Maintenance and upgrade of the community cemetery. This includes developing a 
detailed map of the site, as well as beautification and maintenance.

There is a strong desire in the community to develop and implement a comprehensive 
recycling program in BOFN.  

2

2

Community Cemetery Community Development
BOFN Source Revenue,

Prov. or Fed. Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. or Fed. Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnerships

Community Development

Health & Welness
Recycling Program

Priority
Scale 1 (highest), 

5 (lowest)
Project Description Theme

Timeline to 
develop & initiate 

project(s)

Responsibility/
Dept. (TBD by BOFN)

Potential Funding Sources 
(BHP excluded)
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There is a desire to provide a shelter service in BOFN for women and children who 
need temporary housing solutions. 

There is a need in the community for a Fire department with proper equipment 
and training. A volunteer fire department would suffice if trained properly and with 
a proper fire truck.

BOFN values harmony with nature and will support efforts to create sustainable 
living environments. Projects could include:

 9 Food security
 9 Off grid housing developments 

Both schools currently have someone in this position but there is a desire for a 
training and employment position to serve the community outside of the school 
system.

The provincial library in Duck Lake requires that a physical address be provided 
when signing up for a library card, which is a barrier to access for many members. 
BOFN needs to address this issue with the library system. There is also a library 
with training materials at the training center.

There is frustration on how the band office and admin buildings are laid out. There 
is a desire for redevelopment of a whole new facility and creation of a community 
center. Energy efficiency will be be a high priority in the new facility development 
and in renovating existing buildings. 

2

2

2

2

3

3

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant,

AANDC, Private Grants,
Partnership, Health Canada

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant,
AANDC, Partnership

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC /
Private Grants, Partnership

Health and NCBR

BOFN Source Revenue, Provincial 
Grants

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant,

AANDC, O&M, Partnership

Long Term

Long Term

Community Development

Education & Training

Health & Welness

Community Development

Education & Training

Education & Training

Education & Training

Health & Wellness

Community Development

Education & Training

Community Development

Education & Training

Update/Renovate 
Buildings

Women’s Shelter

Fire Department

Sustainable Living 
Initiatives

Provide a life skills 
coach and career 

councilor

Allow access to 
library facilities

The arena is in need of a comprehensive renovation; with focus on washroom 
facilities as well as general maintenance and upkeep. Energy efficiency is a high 
priority in renovation plans.  

Redevelopment of Blackhawks Gas is currently underway but is in need of 
additional funding.

BOFN plans to build and operate a pharmacy in the community. This project is 
planned to go ahead but there may be additional funding needed for renovation 
costs.

3

3
3

Renovate the Arena Community Development
BOFN Source Revenue,

Prov. Or Fed. Grant, CDC Fund – 
SIGA, Private Grants, Partnership

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. or Fed. Grant, AANDC, 

Partnerships

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. Or Fed. Grant, AANDC,
Private Grants, Partnership

Community Development

Community Development

Health & Wellness

Redevelop the Gas 
Station

Create a Pharmacy 
on Reserve

Priority
Scale 1 (highest), 

5 (lowest)
Project Description Theme

Timeline to 
develop & initiate 

project(s)

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Long Term

Responsibility/
Dept. (TBD by BOFN)

Potential Funding Sources 
(BHP excluded)
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There is a desire for a lumber mill to provide residents with products at wholesale 
prices to build their own homes for less than current market pricing. There is also 
interest in cabin development.

There is a desire for residents in rural areas to have natural gas servicing in their 
homes.

There is existing infrastructure and space available for a community garden, 
however additional information and support needs to be available for residents, 
school groups, and community groups to get involved.

Support ongoing efforts to host the annual pow-wow.

See health plan report for targets and actions.

3

3
4

4

4

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. Or Fed. Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership

BOFN Source Revenue

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant, 

Private Grants, Partnership

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. Or Fed. Grant,

Private Grants, Partnership,
CDC Fund – SIGA 

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership, 

Health Canada

Health & Welness

Education & Training

Community Development

Health & Wellness

Community Development

Community Development

Develop a Lumber 
Mill

Provide Natural Gas 
Services in Rural 

Homes

Invest in
Community Garden

Community 
Powwow

Implement Key 
Actions of the 
Health Plan

Water cisterns are old and need to be replaced. Work is underway to replace 
cisterns; additional support is required.

Significant research has been conducted in this area. Investment into 
implementation will be required.

4

4

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. or Fed. Grant, AANDC, 
Partnerships, Private Grants, 

Health Canada

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. Or Fed. Grant,

Private Grants, AANDC, 
Partnership, Health Canada

Community Development

Community Development

Health & Wellness
Long Term

Replace Cisterns

Implement Water 
Plan

Priority
Scale 1 (highest), 

5 (lowest)
Project Description Theme

Timeline to 
develop & initiate 

project(s)

Long Term

Long Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term/Long 
Term

Short Term/Long 
Term

Responsibility/
Dept. (TBD by 

BOFN)

Potential Funding Sources 
(BHP excluded)

BOFN has recognized the development potential on lands in the Big Quill 
area. Investment is required to create busines opportunities. See Economic 
Development Land Plan for goals and actions, Appendix B.4

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov. Or Fed. Grant, AANDC,
Private Grants, Partnership

Community Development
Develop a Detailed 
Plan for Big Quill 

Lands
Long Term

Table 1: Community Priority Projects (Page 2 of 7)



There is a desire for public transportation services within the community and 
urban areas.

Continued support for gym nights and inclusion of all ages of the population. 
Additionally, the community eeds to purchase recreation/sport equipment to 
encourage active lifestyles of members. 

As a long term goal members would like to host the annual event as a way to 
highlight the support for recreation and active living in the community 

4
5
5

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant,

Partnership, Private Grants

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant, 

Private Grants,

BOFN Source Revenue, Prov.  or 
Fed Grant, Private Grants

Health & Welness

Health & Wellness

Community DevelopmentProvide Public 
Transportation

Continue Community 
Open Gym Nights and 
purchase equipment

Host Summer 
Games

There is a desire in the community for a center that brings together medical 
services including a pharmacy, paramedic, and mental health counselling.

This would allow for traditional teachings and provide food source to those who 
are interested in partaking in the event. 

Many people are proud of this facility, continued investment in building and 
programming will be a positive for community growth. 

5

5

5

Build a 
Comprehensive 
Health Center

BOFN Source Revenue
Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership, 

Health Canada

BOFN Source Revenue, 
Prov.  or Fed Grant, 

Private Grants

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant,

Private Grants, Partnership

Community Development

Health & Wellness
Community Development

Community Development

Education & Training

Organize a 
Community Hunt 

and Provide a Meat 
Storage Center

Upgrade the 
Training Center

There are a number of public computers available at the training center and radio 
station; it is just a matter of informing the community that they are available to 
be used.5

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership

Education & Training
Purchase Public 

Computers

Priority
Scale 1 (highest), 

5 (lowest)
Project Description Theme

Timeline to 
develop & initiate 

project(s)

Long Term

Long Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Responsibility/
Dept. (TBD by 

BOFN)

Potential Funding Sources 
(BHP excluded)
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In the past, the school was a central hub for the community. It was a gathering 
place and all community members had access to the library and gym. To reinstate 
a sense of community surrounding the school, a number of improvements will 
need to be made including security upgrades, floor space expansion, and added 
space for youth and elders. 

5
BOFN Source Revenue, 

Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership

Education & Training
 

Health & Wellness

Community Development

Utilize Education 
Buildings in Different 
Ways to Encompass 

the Needs of the 
Whole community

Short Term

This is currently underway and will be presented to the community in February.5
BOFN Source Revenue,

Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership

Community Development
Develop a Source 
Water Protection 

Plan
Short Term



A drainage plan is currently in development; however the problem is complex, 
requiring additional funding to be fixed properly. AANDC will not provide the 
required funds to fix the problem. Currently 1 million dollars over 5 years is 
being provided, which falls short to the required 6 million. Short term solutions 
are in place; however this is a long term problem. Source revenue should be 
used sparingly to address this issue. 

5
BOFN Source Revenue,

Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership

Community DevelopmentCreate a Regional 
Draining Plan

There are many good buildings in the community. BOFN would like to use these 
buildings more efficiently and invest in renovations and repairs.

By investing in parks in the community Beardy’s is supporting active lifestyles 
and fostering beautification and pride in the community landscape. 

There is a desire to provide a safe place for youth.

This is currently being addressed through the highway redevelopment with the 
Province.

5

5

5

5

Build a Youth Center
BOFN Source Revenue

Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership, 

Health Canada

BOFN Source Revenue,
Prov.  or Fed Grant,

AANDC, Private Grants, 
Partnership, Health Canada

CDC Fund – SIGA 

CDC Fund – SIGA, 
BOFN Source Revenue,

Prov.  or Fed Grant, AANDC, 
Private Grants, Partnership

Community Development

Health & Wellness

Community Development

Community Development

Health & Wellness

Develop Parks in the 
Community

Provide a Safe 
Highway Crossing

Designate Programs 
Youth Services 

and Family 
Development

Priority
Scale 1 (highest), 

5 (lowest)
Project Description Theme

Timeline to 
develop & initiate 

project(s)

Short Term

Short Term

Short Term

Long Term

Long Term

Responsibility/
Dept. (TBD by BOFN)

Potential Funding Sources 
(BHP excluded)
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5.2 Updating this Plan  

 

The purpose of this project is to provide direction to leadership, staff and community organizations on the 
goals of Beardy’s membership. Updating the Community Development Plan periodically will help ensure 
that it will remain relevant to Beardy’s and Okemasis as projects and priorities evolve. In order to keep the 
CDP up-to-date, the following actions are recommended:  

 Update the priority project tables in section 5.1 on a bi-annual basis specifically paying attention to:  

■ Identifying any new funding sources or grant opportunities and identifying opportunities to 

leverage funding from multiple sources for large and high priority projects.  

■ Updating projects as they evolve include their priority, costs, and responsibility, etc.  

■ Adding new projects as they emerge. 

■ Including any new feedback gathered from regular community meetings  

 Add new community reports to the master copy of this report, which will ensure that a ‘library’ of 

documents is maintained and available for leadership and the various departments to review  

 Undertake a community engagement effort every 5 years to re-assess community priorities and 

goals.  These should be added to this report and the priority tables.  

  

5.2 UPDATING THIS PLAN  
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6.0 Next Steps 
 

Beardy’s and Okemasis has undergone a lot of work and discussion to get to this point, and there is 

plenty of work ahead with ambitious goals identified for this community. Beardy’s and Okemasis will 

continue to grow and develop their programs, land base and community services. Following the 

completion of this report Beardy’s should undertake some of the following next steps: 

1. Present the final CDP to BHP to ensure there is clarity and a foundation for community 

development discussions. 

2. Be proactive and use this document to its full potential and refer to it often when writing proposals 

and applying for grants 

3. Actively search out and add to the potential pool of money available to move projects forward, 

match resources with project goals. It should be noted that not all medium and low priority projects 

should go unnoticed as there may be funding or grants that become available and should be 

pursued. All projects identified in the table should be reviewed and updated often.   

 

  

NEXT STEPS 
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